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Alphacool Eiszapfen
13mm HardTube

compression fitting 90°
rotatable G1/4 for plexi-

brass tubes (rigid or hard
tubes) - knurled - chrome

$14.95

Product Images

Short Description

Everything you want in a compression fitting is here: highflow, form, processing and colour. A refusal to
compromise in development and production has made the Eiszapfen series into what it is. Fittings are
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available in brilliant chrome or a deep, matte black, which will fit excellently into any system.

Description

Alphacool's Eiszapfen connector series is the high-end execution of these tried-and-true fittings!

Everything you want in a compression fitting is here: highflow, form, processing and colour. A refusal to
compromise in development and production has made the Eiszapfen series into what it is. Fittings are
available in brilliant chrome or a deep, matte black, which will fit excellently into any system.

A special procedure binds the outer coating firmly to the surface, improving the longevity of the intense
colour and preventing any chipping or peeling of the coating. Every connector now has the Alphacool logo,
which along with their distinctive shape makes them unmistakable!

The union nut's slanted corners allow the O-ring to be pressed firmly against the HardTube, ensuring it sits
even more securely than before. This allows for greater safety in transport.

Features

Model: 90° compression fitting 13mm
This fitting has a 1/4" thread on one side and is thereby compatible with 95% of components. The other side
fits a 13mm acrylic or brass tube. This fitting is bent 90° in the middle to avoid complicated hose connections.
The threaded side is rotatable for maximum flexibility.

Specifications

1. Side: 13/10mm (ID 3/8" OD 1/2")

2. Side: G1/4" outer thread

Color: silver nickel

Compatibility: Acrylic tubing, Carbonrohre, Brass Tube

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Material: Brass

Rotatable: Yes (360°)

Specification: Shape: 90° angled

Thread length: 5mm

Technical Specifications
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Material: brass
Colour: chrome

Dimensions

Length: 42.5mm
Width: 21mm

Scope of Delivery

1x Alphacool Eiszapfen 13mm HardTube compression fitting 90° rotatable G1/4 for plexi- brass tubes -
chrome

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-17392

Weight 0.1000

Special Order No

Fitting Type Rigid Compression

Fitting Size 3/8" x 1/2"

Fitting Angle 90 Degree

Fitting Finish Chrome

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197173926


